PRODUCT QUALIFICATION FOR
GAMMA PROCESSING
TECHNICAL TIP #02
This overview covers steps and other considerations for the
qualification of new medical devices that will be processed with
gamma radiation. The order listed is the approximate order in
which various steps will be accomplished. However, it should be
recognized that there may be considerable overlap between one
or more steps.
1. Materials Selection
When designing a medical device, materials selection should be
considered as early in the process as possible. It is important
that the medical device be functional after radiation sterilization.
(Many radiation tolerant materials are now available through
a number of suppliers.) FDA regulations require that when
converting an existing product from another sterilization
technology, or introducing a new product to market, all products
(components) must be tested to ensure that the form, fit, and
function meet the product specification after the component has
been exposed to radiation.

2. Manufacturing and Product Controls
Device manufacturing environments must be in a state of control.
The microbial population of the manufacturing environment
contributes to the microbial load on the manufactured component
and therefore impacts the sterilization dose. Consequently, a
consistent manufacturing environment must be maintained as a
part of an overall dose maintenance program. An environmental
sampling program may be appropriate to demonstrate that
components are being manufactured3 in a consistent manner.
3. Dose Establishment
Dose establishment is the determination of the minimum amount
of radiation necessary to achieve a given Sterility Assurance
Level (SAL; typically 10-6 or 10-3). Established guidelines
from AAMI/ISO/ANSI provide several methods that can be
utilized to determine an appropriate minimum sterilizing dose
for a given device. The most commonly utilized guidelines
involve experimental methods to determine a device’s microbial
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Early in the planning stages, it is necessary to estimate the
maximum acceptable dose, the Dmax, or the highest dose a
product is likely to receive during processing, and determine if
the material(s) from which the device is constructed will retain all
its critical properties and dimensions up to that irradiation level.
As a general rule of thumb, the Dmax target should be at least
1.6 times the minimum sterilizing dose for gamma processing,
and 2 times the minimum sterilizing dose for E-beam processing.
However, the larger the qualified range between the minimum
and maximum established doses, the better the product turn time
due to improved scheduling potential. Larger dose specification
ranges also reduce the likelihood for product processing
deviations (often related to restrictive dose ranges). All product
physical testing and accelerated aging must be performed at or
above the selected maximum dose and documented according
to good documentation practices.2
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5. Establishing Routine Processing Specifications
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a specification containing the information needed for routine
processing of the product at a facility is developed. This
specification will include (but is not limited to):
•

Product and packaging description

•

Carrier loading configuration

•

Minimum acceptable dose (for sterilization)

•

Maximum acceptable dose (for material compatibility)

•

Dosimeter placement for “monitoring” the minimum and
maximum dose for the process as identified during the dose
mapping

•

Special handling requirements (e.g., temperature, humidity),
if applicable
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6. Dose Auditing
For medical devices labeled sterile, the efficacy of the minimum
dose must be substantiated and is subject to FDA scrutiny.
Periodic reexamination of the minimum sterilizing dose is
required to ensure that the dose is still adequate. Industry

guidelines4 have a provision to perform periodic dose audits,
whereby samples are irradiated and tested at sublethal doses
(as in the original sterilization dose experiment) to check for
continued dose efficacy. If a dose audit “fails” (determines that
the specified minimum dose is not sufficient to ensure product’s
required sterility assurance level), remedial action steps are
outlined in the standards. Such remedial steps range from dose
augmentation to requalification of the minimum dose.
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